Driving Paper “Note Cards” (You need 10 of these—one for each website—from my website)

Visit each website; note all information needed for you works-cited list and fill this worksheet with notes and possible information—statistics and quotations—you could use in your paper. **Staple to the back of this sheet the individual pages—do not print the entire site—on which you found your quotations or statistics.**

**Basic Style for Citations of Electronic Sources** (from *Hudson High School Style Guide* available on the English webpage)

Here are some common features you should try to include before citing electronic sources in MLA style. Always include as much information as is available/applicable:

- Author and/or editor names
- Title of the work (italicized if work is independent; in quotes if part of larger work)
- Title of overall Web site italicized (if separate from title of the work)
- Any version numbers available
- Publisher information (If no publisher, then use N.p.)
- Date of publication, revision, or posting (day, Month, and year as available. If no date available, then use n.d.)
- Medium of publication (Web)
- Date you accessed the material (day, Month, and year)
- Optional: Electronic address printed between cares < >

**Example:**


Create your works-cited entry here:

_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

Possible quotations and/or statistics for your paper (Use back, too):

_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

Staple to the back of this sheet the individual pages—do not print the entire site—on which you found your quotations or statistics.